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Abstract

Magnetic properties of nanometer thick Co films intercalated at the graphene/Ir(111) interface

are investigated using spin-polarized low-energy electron microscopy (SPLEEM) and Auger electron

spectroscopy. We show that the graphene top layer promotes perpendicular magnetic anisotropy in

the Co film underneath, even for relatively thick intercalated deposits. The magnetic anisotropy en-

ergy is significantly larger for the graphene/Co interface than for the free Co surface. Hybridization

of the graphene and Co electron orbitals is believed to be at the origin of the observed perpendicular

magnetic anisotropy.
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Owing to its peculiar electronic band structure, high charge carrier mobility and long spin

diffusion length, graphene is a promising two-dimensional material for microelectronics and

spintronics. Exciting spin-dependent effects have been observed and predicted. Gate tunable

spin transport in non-local spin valve devices,[1] tunnel spin injection,[2] spin-filtering,[3, 4]

and large magnetoresistance[4] are a few examples of fascinating phenomena. Graphene

also shows interesting magnetic properties when in contact with a ferromagnetic metal

(FM). For instance, graphene carries a net magnetic moment when deposited on Ni(111)

or Fe/Ni(111),[5] and a 13meV spin splitting can be induced in graphene due to proximity

with a heavy element.[6]

While these reports illustrate potential uses for graphene integration within magnetic de-

vice structures, the influence of graphene on the magnetic properties of a FM is still largely

unexplored. In particular, interfaces with non-magnetic overlayers (adsorbates, capping lay-

ers) generally affect the magnetic anisotropy energy (MAE) of thin layers, [7, 8] and it is

interesting to explore how an interface with graphene would influence the MAE of a thin

FM film. However, the fabrication of atomically flat graphene/FM and FM/graphene inter-

faces poses challenges. The synthesis of well-ordered epitaxial graphene on metal surfaces

requires processing at high-temperature, where thin film dewetting or interfacial intermix-

ing might occur. On the other hand, metal evaporation on graphene often yields clustered

deposits.[9, 10] Alternative routes have been proposed to fabricate atomically flat interfaces,

such as metal deposition on graphene using pulsed laser deposition,[11] and metal inter-

calation between graphene and its substrate.[12] Here we use an intercalation process to

prepare homogeneous epitaxial cobalt layers, sandwiched between an Ir(111) substrate and

a monolayer of graphene.

Experiments were conducted in the SPLEEM[13, 14] instrument of the National Cen-

ter for Electron Microscopy of the Lawrence Berkeley Lab[15]. Samples were grown in

situ, in ultra-high vacuum conditions (base pressure in the low 10−10mbar or below). An

Ir(111) single crystal is used as a substrate and cleaned with repeated cycles of Ar sput-

tering and high temperature flash (1200◦C) under oxygen (10−8mbar at 800◦C). Graphene

was prepared on freshly cleaned Ir(111) surfaces by chemical vapor deposition with ethy-

lene (pressure ranging from 10−8 to 10−7mbar) at 900K substrate temperature. At this
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FIG. 1. (color online) Intercalating Co grown on graphene/Ir(111). Tracking elemental Auger

peak intensities during graphene and Co deposition, Co intercalation (annealing in the range of

580-880 K) and loss of Co during over-annealing above 880K.

temperature, nucleation density is high, typically hundreds of graphene islands per µm2.[16]

After cooling the graphene/Ir(111) substrate to room temperature, Co was deposited from

electron-beam evaporation sources at rates between 0.5 to 3monolayer (ML) per minute.[17]

Finally, annealing to a temperature in the range of 500-600K causes an intercalation process

in which Co and graphene exchange places, resulting in a structure where the Co film is

sandwiched between the Ir(111) substrate and the graphene monolayer. Fig.1 summarizes

element specific peak heights from Auger-electron spectra collected during the preparation

of a graphene/Co(2 ML)/Ir(111) sample. One monolayer of graphene covering the clean

Ir(111) substrate produces a 272 eV carbon peak at the level marked by a black line and

reduces the size of the 39 eV iridium peak to the level marked by a green line. Subsequent

room temperature deposition of a dose of cobalt equivalent to 2 ML thickness reduces the

C and Ir peaks. However, even moderate annealing, holding 580 +/- 20K for 5 minutes,

already brings the carbon signal back to the level which corresponds to bare graphene at the

top of the sample (black line). After subsequent annealing steps up to 880K (always holding

target temperatures within +/- 20K for 5 minutes) the Auger peak heights remain constant
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FIG. 2. (color online) Intercalating Co grown on graphene/Ir(111). Tracking normalized electron

reflectivity by SPLEEM, as a function of the incident energy of the electron beam for different

annealing temperatures. Before annealing, a graphene/Ir(111) film was buried under a Co film,

which has a high work function. During annealing in the temperature range above 530K progressive

reduction of the surface work function indicates formation of graphene termination at the sample

surface, as the Co layer intercalates between the graphene and the Ir(111) substrate.

until, at much higher annealing temperature in the range above 880K, the gradual increase

of the Ir signal in conjunction with reduction of the Co signal indicates that integrity of the

cobalt layer is lost. Co-Ir is an isomorphic binary alloy system and Co might be dissolving

into the Ir crystal (and/or might be lost due to sublimation). However, stability of the

three elemental Auger peaks within a wide range of annealing temperature between about

580-880K indicates that the Co/Ir(111) interfaces are kinetically quite stable. Note that in

this experiment a thin Co deposit was used (equivalent to about 2 ML) so that all three

elemental Auger electron peaks can be tracked in all phases of the sample preparation. In

all other experiments described in the rest of this letter, Co deposits were thicker (10 ML

or more - in that case the 39 eV iridium peak and the 272 eV carbon peak from buried

graphene are essentially suppressed).

To track the intercalation process in case of larger Co deposits we use in-situ low-energy
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electron microscopy observation, where the presence of graphene at sample surfaces can

generate a strong signal. Low energy electron microscopes are very sensitive tools to resolve

the value of the surface work function with high spatial- and energy resolution, [18] and

graphene has a characteristically low work function compared to the metal surfaces this work

is concerned with. [12, 19] When the energy of the incident beam is lower than the surface

work function, electron reflectivity of the surface is essentially 100 %, while reflectivity

decreases by a substantial factor when electrons have enough kinetic energy to enter the

crystal. This is shown in Fig. 2. As long as a freshly prepared Co/graphene/Ir(111) sample

has not been annealed, the incident electron energy threshold of 100% reflectivity remains

high (we reference to this energy value as 0 eV in the plot). As soon as annealing temperature

is sufficiently high to trigger intercalation, above 530K, the emergence of graphene at the

sample surface induces a drop of this energy threshold by a good fraction of one eV. In

LEEM images acquired under these conditions, metal-covered samples appear very bright

and graphene terminated structures appear much darker.

In all cases of intercalated graphene/Co/Ir(111) structures prepared in this work (we made

several dozen samples) the in-situ LEEM observations never show dewetting or diffusive

aggregation of large Co islands or clusters. This is interesting because in the absence of

graphene, we observe the formation of 3D islands (or clusters) between 800K and 900K.

Such processes are common and clearly visible in in-situ LEEM images, as has been also

documented in many similar metal-on-metal systems including cobalt [20] or copper [21]

on Ru(0001), chromium [22] and iron [23] on W(011), etc. Given the prevalence of 3D

islanding in metal-on-metal systems and the efficiency of LEEM in detecting 3D islanding

phenomena, the apparent suppression of 3D islanding by the presence of a layer of graphene

is interesting. One might speculate that the graphene layer stabilizes homogeneous and flat

intercalated films by acting as a surfactant; however, understanding the underlying kinetics

and energetics merits additional work beyond the scope of this letter.

Here we focus our attention on the magnetic properties of the Co layers. The example

shown in Fig. 3 compares magnetization direction and magnetic domain structure of 11ML

Co films grown directly on Ir(111) (Fig. 3a-b) and an intercalated graphene/Co/Ir(111)

structure with equal Co thickness (Fig. 3c-d). Both samples were annealed to 570K. While
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FIG. 3. 10µm field of view SPLEEM images of 11 ML of Co deposited on Ir(111) (a-b) and

intercalated at the graphene/Ir(111) interface (c-d). Left and right images show in-plane and

out-of-plane components of magnetization, respectively.

the 11ML Co film on Ir(111) has in-plane magnetization (no magnetic contrast is observed

when probing the out-of-plane component of magnetization, Fig. 3b), an 11ML Co film

intercalated at the graphene/Ir(111) interface is out-of-plane magnetized. Note however

that a small in-plane contrast is also observed, indicating that the magnetization is not

purely out-of-plane at this Co thickness, but slightly canted. For Co/Ir(111), we observe

a thickness-dependent spin reorientation transition and find that the transition between

out-of-plane and in-plane magnetization occurs at about t1 ≈ 6CoML. In the case of

graphene/Co/Ir(111), this transition occurs for thicknesses t2 ranging between 12 and 13

Co ML i.e. approximately twice the value found for vacuum/Co/Ir(111). This shows that

adding a graphene/Co interface at the top of an 11ML Co/Ir(111) film enhances the PMA

in the Co layer.

To estimate the contribution of the graphene/Co interface to the PMA, we start by

assuming that the MAE is uniaxial with second order. The energy density of magnetic
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layers can then be written E = −K cos2 θ, where θ is the angle between the magnetization

and the normal to the film and the total magnetic anisotropy, K includes shape anisotropy

KS = (1/2)µ0M
2

S
and magnetocrystalline anisotropy Kmc. The latter may be split into

the volume contribution KV and surface/interface contributions: Kmc = KV + (KCo/Ir +

Kvacuum/Co)/t for bare Co/Ir(111) films and Kmc = KV + (KCo/Ir +KGr/Co)/t for graphene

covered films, with t the film thickness. Critical thicknesses of bare and graphene covered

films, t1 and t2, correspond to the condition Kmc = KS. In our case the shape anisotropy

is constant, so we can write KV + (KCo/Ir + Kvacuum/Co)/t1 = KV + (KCo/Ir + KGr/Co)/t2,

which permits us to estimate the contribution of the graphene/Co interface to the PMA:

KGr/Co = (t2/t1−1)KCo/Ir+(t2/t1)Kvacuum/Co. The interfacial energy KCo/Ir was reported to

be 0.8mJ/m2.[24] While experiments [25] showed that the value of Kvacuum/Co is close to zero

in the case of Co films strained to match the 0.277 nm lattice constant of Pt(111), lattice

strain-resolved ab-initio calculations [26] showed that the value of the surface anisotropy

increases by approximately 0.3mJ/m2 when the in-plane lattice constant is reduced to the

value of bulk Co, 0.251 nm. We observed the critical thickness to increase by the factor

13/6 when the Co films are intercalated under graphene. Assuming this increase is driven

by the difference of interfacial anisotropy between Co-vacuum and Co-graphene interfaces

alone, it follows that the value of KGr/Co is approximately 1.6mJ/m2. This value is relatively

large compared to values usually reported for Co/metal interfaces, possibly suggesting that

additional mechanisms are at work in our system. For example, we can not exclude that

the intercalation process and the surfactant role of the graphene layer affect the wetting of

the Co film on the Ir(111) surface and its structural properties. These effects might induce

strain in the FM and induce changes in the crystallography, thus modifying the magnetic

anisotropy.

In conclusion, we use spin-polarized low-energy electron microscopy and Auger electron

spectroscopy to study the intercalation of cobalt deposited on top of graphene/Ir(111), and

we find that a graphene top layer affects the magnetic properties of nm-thick Co films on

Ir(111). We show that in the intercalated cobalt, perpendicular magnetic anisotropy is

favored over an unusually large thickness range. Compared to the vacuum/Co interface,

the MAE is significantly larger for a graphene-terminated Co surface. The hybridization
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of the Co and graphene electron orbitals very likely play a key role in this unusual MAE.

These result open new perspectives for graphene-based spintronic devices with perpendicular

magnetic anisotropy.
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